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This book takes collaboration out of the abstract and
applies it to daily tasks of differentiating instruction,
implementing technology, student assessment, and
communicating with families.
This book is a must-read for every parent or educator who
participates in the IEP process. Dr. Fouse takes readers
through the entire range of a “child-centered" educational
process, from the initial stages of identification and
diagnosis to full implementation and monitoring of the
individualized education program. She walks you through
the process of setting goals and objectives, getting the
most out of IEP meetings, determining proper placement,
requesting assistive technology, and much more. She
explains laws that you will need to know inside and out,
such as the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act,
Section 504, Americans with Disabilities Act, and FERPA.
Finally, she lists some common mistakes that schools and
parents often make, and gives great advice on how to avoid
conflicts.
A game-changing exploration of what the future holds for
the first generation of mainstreamed neurodiverse kids
that is coming of age. After sleepless nights, intensive
research, and twenty-one years of raising a child, Ethan,
with autism and intellectual disability, Cammie McGovern
is approaching a distinct catch-22. Once Ethan turns
twenty-two, he will fall off the "Disability Cliff." By aging
out of the school system, he'll lose access to most social,
educational, and vocational resources. The catch is this:
These resources, limited as they may be, have trained
Ethan in skills for jobs that don't exist and a life he can't
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have. Here, McGovern expands on her #1 New York Times
piece, "Looking into the Future for a Child with Autism," a
future that often appears grim, with statistics like an 85
percent unemployment rate for people with ID. McGovern
spent a year traveling the country and looking at the
options for work and housing--and to her surprise
discovered reasons to be optimistic. She asks the tough
questions: What should parents prioritize as they ready
their children for adulthood? How do we redefine success
for our children? How can we sustain a hopeful attitude
while navigating one obstacle after another? As Ethan
makes his way into the world, McGovern also looks into the
hardest question of all: How can we ensure an independent
future when we're gone? Hard Landings will serve as a
renewed beacon of hope for parents who want to ensure
the fullest life possible for their child's future.
This one-of-a-kind book discusses the pros and cons of
hiring in-home care providers for children with autism
spectrum and other neurological disorders. Everything
from assessing the family's needs and core values to
advertising for, interviewing, hiring and training care
providers is discussed, along with the special
considerations necessary to support the needs of children
with neurological disorders.
For parents of children with autism and doctors treating
autism, this groundbreaking guide will give you the tools to
help your child. There was something wrong with Ryan. His
parents knew it before the psychiatrist predicted he would
end up in an institution. Ryan was diagnosed with autism at
age four. That day changed everything. There was no
recovery from autism . . . there was no cure . . . there was
no hope. Or was there? I Know You’re in There tells the
true story of how, through diet, applied behavior analysis,
consistent and rigorous medical treatment, and more,
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Ryan’s family was able to overcome autism. It took a lot of
trial and error, but today Ryan is an aerospace engineer,
has friends, and lives a happy “typical” life. His recovery
wasn’t miraculous, but instead the result of getting proper
medical care, and his parents never taking “no” for an
answer. Marcia provides real world examples and
actionable steps to take to get your child the treatment and
care that could help them beat autism. If your child has
been diagnosed with autism, or the warning signs are
there, which are also covered here, I Know You’re in There
is an indispensable resource in your fight against autism
spectrum disorder.
Identity Safe Classrooms
Your Special Education Rights
A Guide to School Services in Speech-Language Pathology
Voices From Around the IEP Table
Strengths-Based Portraits of Culturally Diverse Families
The Hyperactive Child Book
Laura Nader

Using marriage as a metaphor, this lighthearted, highly
practical, and teacher-friendly resource helps general
education teachers and special service providers
successfully set up, conduct, and maintain co-teaching
partnerships.
Enduring Issues in Special Education is aimed at any
course in the undergraduate or graduate special
education curriculum that is wholly or partly devoted to a
critical examination of current issues in special
education. The book organizes 28 chapters into seven
sections using familiar structuring principles—what, who,
where, how, when, why, and whither. Each section
begins with an introduction that provides historical, legal,
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and theoretical background information and organizing
commentary for the chapters that follow. The book’s
objective, in addition to informing readers about the
issues, is to develop critical thinking skills in the context
of special education. Key features include the following:
Dialectic Format – Each of the 28 chapters presents
compelling reasons for addressing the issue at hand and
specific ways to do so. Because each issue is written
from different perspectives and focuses on a variety of
aspects, readers are encouraged to weigh the
arguments, seek additional information, and come up
with synthesized positions of their own. Organizing
Framework – The book’s seven sections have been
arranged according to a scheme that is the essence of
most investigative reporting and provides a coherent,
easy-to-understand framework for readers. Expertise –
All chapters are written by leading scholars who are
highly regarded experts in their fields and conclude with
suggested readings and discussion questions for
additional study.
An updated guide to understanding IEPsHow to develop
legally correct and educationally useful programs. A
definitive book in its field, it looks at key legal cases that
determine what's best for each student's education using
the IEP process
This book explores the perspectives of IEP meeting
participants who work with students who are CLD.
Interviews with teachers; a disability rights attorney; a
transition services specialist; a guidance counselor, and
others examine the crucial areas of cross-cultural
interactions. Their experiences yield practical
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suggestions for improvement.
Hilarious and heartwarming stories that will empower you
to make space for the other and discover the
extraordinary, welcoming heart of God. Author and
Instagram star Heather Avis has made it her mission to
introduce the world to the unique gifts and real-life
challenges of those who have been pushed to the edges
of society. Mama to three adopted kids--two with Down
Syndrome--Heather encourages us all to take a breath,
whisper a prayer, laugh a little, and make room for the
wildflowers. In a world of divisions and margins, those
who act, look, and grow a little differently are all too often
shoved aside. Scoot Over and Make Some Room is part
inspiring narrative and part encouraging challenge for us
all to listen and learn from those we're prone to ignore.
Heather tells hilarious stories of her growing kids,
spontaneous dance parties, forgotten pants, and
navigating the challenges and joys of parenthood. She
shares heartbreaking moments when her kids were
denied a place at the table and when she had to fight for
their voices to be heard. With beautiful wisdom and
profound convictions, this manifesto will empower you to
notice who's missing in the spaces you live in, to make
room for your own kids and for those others who need
you and your open heart. This is your invitation to a table
where space is unlimited and every voice can be heard.
Because when you open your life to the wild beauty of
every unique individual, you'll discover your own colorful
soul and the extraordinary, abundant heart of God.
A Stranger Among Us
Revolutionary Common Sense for Raising Successful
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Children with Disabilities
A Guide to Collaboration for IEP Teams
From Gobbledygook to Clearly Written Annual IEP Goals
Wrightslaw Special Education Legal Developments and
Cases 2019
Treating, Educating & Living With An Adhd Child Strategies That Really Work, From An Award-Winning
Team Of Experts
Wrightslaw

Your guide to responsive collaboration A responsive
and collaborative approach meets the needs of
students with disabilities in partnership with their
families. Written to empower all members of the IEP
or 504 team, this book guides educators and parents
alike through the implementation of a responsive
decision-making process on behalf of students.
Learning disruption due to the pandemic has
affected millions of students. This book offers
practical tools for improving the fit between the
learning profile of individual students and schooling.
Responsive Collaboration for IEP and 504 Teams
provides a framework that identifies opportunities to
build connections between educators, establish
relationships with service providers, strengthen
school-family partnerships, address inequities, and
develop student self-determination. Readers will find
guidance on Referral and eligibility determination
Individualized plan development Responsive
teaming over time Other key practices related to
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responsive teaming, with links to implementation
tools Drawing on the principles of social justice and
responsive practice, this is your guide to navigating
the complexities of IEP and 504 Team meetings for
the benefit of students, educators, and families.
In this comprehensive, easy-to-read book, you will
find clear, concise answers to frequently asked
questions about IEPs. Learn what the law says
about IEP Teams and IEP Meetings, Parental Rights
and Consent, Steps in Developing the IEP,
Placement, Transition, Assistive Technology and
Strategies to Resolve Disagreements.
Better IEPsHow to Develop Legally Correct and
Educationally Useful ProgramsPrentice Hall
A Guide to School Services in Speech-Language
Pathology, Fourth Edition serves as a
comprehensive textbook for school-based speechlanguage pathology (SLP) courses and college
students who are ready to embark on their student
teaching experiences. With its summaries of cuttingedge research, evidence-based clinical approaches,
workload solutions, and strategies for
professionalism, the book is also a useful resource
for practicing, school-based SLPs. The text begins
by providing a brief history of school-based SLP
services. It highlights the legal mandates set forth in
the Individuals with Disabilities Education
Improvement Act; provides a review of the No Child
Left Behind Act; offers new information about the
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Every Student Succeeds Act and the Americans with
Disabilities Act; and summarizes court cases that
have influenced and shaped school services. Then,
the text delves into a description of service delivery
models; provides valuable information about a
workload analysis approach to caseload standards in
schools; offers examples of how to write IEPs that
reflect workload solutions; shares examples of
implementation strategies; and offers concrete, reallife workload success stories. In addition, this text
provides practical strategies for using evidencebased practice, proactive behavior management,
conflict resolution, professional collaboration,
conferencing and counseling skills, cultural
competencies, goal writing, informal assessment
procedures, and testing accommodations, including
methods for conducting assessments for dual
language learners. The final chapter provides the
evidence base for links between language, literacy,
and the achievement of school standards. This
chapter is a must-read for every school SLP. New to
the Fourth Edition: * New coauthor, Courtney Seidel,
MS, CCC-SLP. * Examples of how to write IEPs that
reflect workload. * Current court cases that have
influenced school practice. * Information on
implementing the 3:1 Model of service delivery and
other evidence-based workload solutions. *
Information on conducting assessments with dual
language learners as well as evidence-based clinical
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strategies for this growing population. * Strategies to
combat compassion fatigue. * Information about
behavior management, conflict resolution, and
mindfulness training. * Updated tables of evidencebased clinical strategies related to each disorder
type. * Updated references throughout to reflect the
current state of research. Key Features: * End of
chapter summaries and questions to refresh critical
information and improve comprehension. * Related
vocabulary at the beginning of each chapter. * Reallife scenarios based on experiences from public
school SLPs. * Links to useful strategies, materials,
and resources such as the ASHA workload
calculator and free Apps for intervention purposes. *
An Oral Language Curriculum Standards Inventory
(OLCSI) that provides checklists of what students
should know and be able to do at each grade level
from Pre-K to 12th grade. The OLCSI is a must-have
tool for every school-based SLP. * Information and
strategies about current topics such as Telepractice,
children affected by the opioid crisis, assessment of
dual language learners, and much more! Disclaimer:
Please note that ancillary content (such as
documents, audio, and video, etc.) may not be
included as published in the original print version of
this book.
Every parent of a child with ADHD (Attention DeficitHyperactivity Disorder) needs to know: How can I
help my child, myself and my whole family not only
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cope but thrive? The Hyperactive Child Book has the
answers. Hailed by Child magazine as one of the ten
best parenting books of 1993, this is the only book
that offers the invaluable advice of an entire team of
experts--a monther and the pediatrician and child
psychologist she turned to when her son was
diagnosed with ADHD--on every aspect of raising a
hyperactive child, including: Why it is essential to
have your child evaluated by an expert diagnostic
team--and how to go about finding more How to be
sure your child is receiving the best possible medical
care How to be your child's adocate in the school
bureaucracy How to help your child acquire the
specific study skills that will help him or her learn
most effectively How to deal with day-to-day issues
from homework to housework to relationships with
siblings and peers Detailed compassionate and
endlessly useful, here at last is a book that goes
beyond the myths and fads about hyperactivity to
help your entire family live happily with an ADHD
child.
Teaching the 99th Percentile Made Easier
Writing Measurable Functional and Transition IEP
Goals
Special Needs Parenting
The Complete IEP Guide
How to Advocate for Your Special Ed Child
The Comprehensive Guide to Special Education Law
Personal Perspectives
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Guides you through quick and effective writing of accurate and
measurable IEP goals and objectivesFor all staff involved in the
IEP process. Many special educators view IEPs as burdensome, but
IEPs are necessary, required by law and when done properly can be
extremely helpful in guiding the student's educational journey.
Includes updates for IDEA 2004.eBook is delivered via a download
link sent to your email address. Please allow up to 24 hours
processing time, Monday through Friday.
In this user-friendly book, parents learn revolutionary common
sense techniques for raising successful children with disabilities.
When we recognize that disability is a natural part of the human
experience, new attitudes lead to new actions for successful lives at
home, in school and in communities. When parents replace today's
conventional wisdom with the common sense values and creative
thinking detailed in this book, all children with disabilities
(regardless of age or type of disability) can live the life of their
dreams. Readers will learn how to define a child by his or her
assets - instead of a disability-related "problem," and how to
create new and improved partnerships with educators, health care
professionals, family and friends.
As the parent of a child with an autism spectrum disorder, you
need an informed, caring advocate who can deftly guide you
through the complex maze of treatment options. In this
empowering resource, bestselling author Bryna Siegel--one of the
world’s leading authorities on the disorder--helps you zero in on
proven strategies and tailor them to fit your child’s unique needs.
Like no other book, Getting the Best for Your Child with Autism
shows how to get an accurate assessment of your child’s strengths
and weaknesses so you can develop a plan of action suited to his or
her individual learning style, interests, verbal abilities, and social
skills. You’ll learn what services you’re entitled to, how to
determine what’s right for your family, and ways to work
effectively with doctors and school professionals. With Dr. Siegel
as your ally, you can help your child learn and grow.
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This practitioner-focused guide to creating identity-safe
classrooms presents four categories of core instructional practices:
- child-centered teaching - classroom relationships - caring
environments - cultivating diversity The book presents a set of
strategies that can be implemented immediately by teachers. It
includes a wealth of vignettes taken from identity-safe classrooms
as well as reflective exercises that can be completed by individual
teachers or teacher teams.
Cultivate effective partnerships between parents and professionals
Written from both the parent’s and the professional’s points of
view, this book draws upon the metaphor of dance to highlight the
essential partnership between teachers, administrators, support
staff, and parents of children with disabilities. Rich with humor
and heart, the book offers helpful steps for self reflection,
personnel preparation, and parent-professional training. Key
features include: Practical insights and evidence-based approaches
to forming partnerships Easy-to-read, non-technical language that
speaks to both the heart and the mind Sample letters, conversations,
and other forms of communication between professionals and
parents Effective ways to handle difficult situations
Creating a "win-win IEP" for Students with Autism
An Expert's Guide to Treatment
Perspectives on Culturally and Linguistically Diverse Families
Hiring In-home Support for a Child with Autism Spectrum
Disorders Or Other Neurological Differences
Practical (and Fun) Guide to Assistive Technology in Public
Schools
All about IEPs
Collaborative Teaching in Elementary Schools

Prsents information on designing and modifying
individualized education programs for children with
special needs.
From setting up a stellar team to consultations and
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evaluations, and from implementation to assessing
success, this guide presents detailed advice and ideas
to provide assistive technology (AT) services that
effectively and efficiently help students. The nuts and
bolts of each area are presented in a practical way (with
amusing metaphors thrown in for good measure) so
that you can directly apply what's in the book and see
tangible results.
Special Needs Parenting: From Coping to Thriving
offers emotional and spiritual resources for the journey
of special needs parenting. Sharing personal insights as
a theologian and the parent of an adult son with special
needs, Rev. Dr. Lorna Bradley offers seven encouraging
and practical tools to help the reader: o gain a deeper,
grace-filled understanding of God's presenceo process
deeply held feelings of grief and guilto discover
strategies for patience, self-care, and healthy
relationshipso find hope and healingPowerful for the
individual reader, the built-in reflection and discussion
questions make Special Needs Parenting an ideal, reallife resource for small groups. Special Needs Parenting
is a must read for family members, pastors, and any
person who works with special needs families. Dr.
Bradley explores their challenges, grief, and joy with
deep sensitivity, theological depth, and practical
advice. A blessing to all who read it and allow their lives
to be touched by wisdom born of personal experience
and biblical scholarship
This book will provide an overview of some of the
controversies and issues that face teachers from
elementary through high school who are including
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gifted students in their regular classrooms. It will also
provide support, strategies, and some humor for all
stakeholders̶parents included.
Children in today's world are inundated with
information about who to be, what to do and how to
live. But what if there was a way to teach children how
to manage priorities, focus on goals and be a positive
influence on the world around them? The Leader in
Meis that programme. It's based on a hugely successful
initiative carried out at the A.B. Combs Elementary
School in North Carolina. To hear the parents of A. B
Combs talk about the school is to be amazed. In 1999,
the school debuted a programme that taught The 7
Habits of Highly Effective Peopleto a pilot group of
students. The parents reported an incredible change in
their children, who blossomed under the programme.
By the end of the following year the average end-ofgrade scores had leapt from 84 to 94. This book will
launch the message onto a much larger platform.
Stephen R. Covey takes the 7 Habits, that have already
changed the lives of millions of people, and shows how
children can use them as they develop. Those habits -be proactive, begin with the end in mind, put first
things first, think win-win, seek to understand and then
to be understood, synergize, and sharpen the saw -- are
critical skills to learn at a young age and bring
incredible results, proving that it's never too early to
teach someone how to live well.
Disability is Natural
Gifted or Just Plain Smart?
Over 400 Frequently Asked Questions and Answers
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Every Educator Needs to Know about the Legal Rights
of Exceptional Children and their Parents
Looking Into the Future for a Child With Autism
A Dance That Matters
Getting the Best for Your Child with Autism
From Coping to Thriving
Aimed at parents of and advocates for special needs
children, explains how to develop a relationship with
a school, monitor a child's progress, understand
relevant legislation, and document correspondence
and conversations.
Aimed at parents of, and advocates for, special
needs children, explains how to develop a
relationship with a school, monitor a child's
progress, understand relevant legislation, and
document correspondence and conversations.
Aligned with the IDEA Amendments of 1997,
presents examples of IEPs and guidelines for
parents and teachers developing such programs for
their students.
Laura Nader documents decades of letters written,
received, and archived by esteemed author and
anthropologist Laura Nader. She revisits her
correspondence with academic colleagues, lawyers,
politicians, military officers, and many others, all
with unique and insightful perspectives on a variety
of social and political issues. She uses personal and
professional correspondence as a way of examining
complex issues and dialogues that might not be
available by other means. By compiling these letters,
Nader allows us to take an intimate look at how she
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interacts with people across multiple fields,
disciplines, and outlooks. Arranged chronologically
by decade, this book follows Nader from her early
career and efforts to change patriarchal policies at
UC, Berkeley, to her efforts to fight against climate
change and minimize environmental degradation.
The letters act as snapshots, giving us glimpses of
the lives and issues that dominated culture at the
time of their writing. Among the many issues that the
correspondence in Laura Nader explores are how a
man on death row sees things, how scientists are
concerned about and approach their subject matter,
and how an anthropologist ponders issues of
American survival. The result is an intriguing and
comprehensive history of energy, physics, law,
anthropology, feminism and legal anthropology in
the United States, as well as a reflection of a lifelong
career in legal scholarship.
??????????IEP??????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
? ?????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
?
From Emotions to Advocacy : the Special Education
Survival Guide
Better IEPs
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RSVP to IDEA
Enduring Issues In Special Education
Parents and Professionals Partnering for Children
With Disabilities

Recipient of the 2017 BRONZE Winner for Education
Award from Foreword Indies. Get the educational
services and support your child deserves Federal law
guarantees every child a free appropriate education, and
the goal of the Individualized Education Program (IEP)
is to assure that every child with special needs receives
what the law promises. But if you have a special ed
child, you know that your family must make sure the
school follows through. This powerful book covers:
eligibility rules and assessments working with outside
experts developing your child's ideal educational
program preparing for and attending IEP meetings, and
resolving disputes with school districts. The 10th edition
includes summaries of important court decisions,
expanded information on independent evaluations and
bullying, and additional real-life tips. It provides key
forms, sample letters, and resources you need at every
stage of the IEP process. With it, you can make sure
your child gets a good education—the education he or
she deserves. With downloadable forms, letters and
resources inside. Includes IEP blueprint.
This essential guide profiles 33 schools in New York City
for children with special needs, plus listings of medical
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professionals, camps, after-school programs, evaluation
centers, and individuals in the field that were
recommended by families of children with special needs.
Includes information on referrals and evaluations,
eligibility criteria, parents' rights, and more.
It is vital for all professionals in the field of education to
have a practical understanding of the laws that are in
place to protect the children with whom they work. The
Comprehensive Guide to Special Education Law is a
detailed yet accessible introduction to federal law as it
applies to the rights of children with special needs.
Written in a user-friendly question and answer format,
the book covers all of the key areas of special education
law including parental rights of participation, the legal
right to Free Appropriate Public Education (FAPE) and
related services, and the complex issues of discipline and
dispute resolutions. This book provides educators with
knowledge of the requirements, history, and evolution of
the laws that impact their daily working lives and gives
them the information they need to help parents obtain
better services for their children. This is an indispensible
handbook that teachers, school management, and school
counselors will refer to again and again.
Providing both a theoretical framework and practical
strategies, this resource will help teachers, counselors,
and related service providers develop understanding and
empathy to improve outcomes for culturally and
linguistically diverse (CLD) students with disabilities.
The text features narrative portraits of six immigrant
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families and their children with disabilities, including
their cultural histories and personal perspectives
regarding assessment, diagnosis, Individualized
Education Program (IEP) meetings, and other instances
in which families engaged with the special education
process. Using guiding questions for reflection and
“Talk Back” comments from preservice students
throughout the text, readers are encouraged to reflect on
their own positionality and to develop nuanced and
dynamic understandings of CLD children, youth, and
families—countering persistent and stereotypical deficit
views. “A long-overdue textbook that proactively
contributes to preparing teacher candidates to know
more about and better understand the diverse students
they will teach.” —From the Foreword by Maria de
Lourdes B. Serpa, professor emerita, Lesley University
“Accessible and innovative. It will be valuable to
students, teachers, and family members.” —Philip
Ferguson, professor emeritus, Chapman University
“This powerful and much-needed book highlights the
cultural misunderstandings and systemic inequities that
can occur when disability intersects with race.” —Maya
Kalyanpur, University of San Diego
“A classic . . . [Wiseman] has done a superb job of
mapping out the first year in a family’s life once a child
has been diagnosed with an ASD.” —Ricki Robinson,
MD, MPH, Clinical Professor of Pediatrics, Keck School
of Medicine of US When parents learn that their child
has autism, the news can be devastating, even
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paralyzing. Meanwhile, the first 12 months after
diagnosis are the most important when it comes to
intervention. As a parent of a child with autism, Nancy
D. Wiseman knows firsthand how difficult it can be to
unravel complex issues, discover what questions to ask,
and find effective treatments. In this landmark guide,
Wiseman offers both compassionate insight and a wealth
of information for diagnoses from Asperger’s to classic
autism. Day by day, week by week, month by month, The
First Year: Autism Spectrum Disorders walks parents
through a wide range of medical and lifestyle concerns,
helps them navigate the healthcare, insurance, and
educational systems, and ensures the best possible
outcome for their child. “Wiseman’s excellent hands-on
overview of the first year following a child’s diagnosis is
based on her experience as president of First Signs, Inc.,
a national organization she founded to educate parents
and professionals about the early signs of autism
syndromes.” —Library Journal (starred review) “An
invaluable guide. With this book as your companion,
you can help your child live a happy, healthy, full life.”
—Kenneth Bock, MD “A classic and a treasure . . . She
does a remarkable job of presenting the sequence of
steps that evolves into a comprehensive treatment plan . .
. This is a major contribution to the field and will be
invaluable to all families and professionals.” —Ira
Glovinsky, PhD Psychologist, Interdisciplinary Center
for the Family
Letters to and from an Anthropologist
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Scoot Over and Make Some Room
A Memoir of Motherhood, Genetics, and Facing the
Unknown
How Schools and Parents Around the World are
Inspiring Greatness, One Child at a Time
Affirming Disability
The First Year: Autism Spectrum Disorders
Building or Improving Your District's AT Team
Wrightslaw Special Education Legal Developments and Cases
2019 is designed to make it easier for you to stay up-to-date
on new cases and developments in special education
law.Learn about current and emerging issues in special
education law, including:* All decisions in IDEA and Section
504 ADA cases by U.S. Courts of Appeals in 2019* How
Courts of Appeals are interpreting the two 2017 decisions by
the U.S. Supreme Court* Cases about discrimination in a
daycare center, private schools, higher education,
discrimination by licensing boards in national testing,
damages, higher standards for IEPs and "least restrictive
environment"* Tutorial about how to find relevant state and
federal cases using your unique search terms
Writing IEP goals is easier once the steps are revealed by Dr.
Barbara Bateman in her latest bookWriting clear, measurable
annual IEP goals is a difficult skill to master. The good news
is that goal writing is easy once the steps are revealed.
This new book captures the authors' shared visions about the
special education process, one that incorporates the spirit
and requirements of the Individual with Disabilities
Education Act and its reauthorizations. It gives the complex
demands of the legislation form, function, and meaning so
teams move through the special education process
cooperatively, understanding what they are doing and why.
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The book is organized according to the stages of the RSVP
Model to provide a systematic and comprehensive approach
to implementing special education legislation meaningfully.
Features: Think Abouts at the beginning of the chapter--serve
as advanced organizers that preview the content covered and
highlight key points. Figures to illustrate concepts presented.
Toolboxes to prompt thinking and practice--through
guideline questions, checklists, and examples of assessment
and instructional approaches. Case Studies . Chapter Review:
Focus and Decisions --recap the stage presented in the
chapter, highlighting key questions and decision points.
Apply and Learn --pose reflective questions at the end of the
chapter to develop competence and thinking of presented
concepts related to the stage.
Setting and following goals in many different skill
areasTransition goals are part of the IEP for every student
with multiple and/or significant disabilities and those with
mild to moderate developmental disabilities. These goals
include social skills, communication, transportation,
leisure/recreation, self-care and housekeeping. Writing
Measurable Functional and Transition IEP Goals simplifies
the process of developing these highly complex functional
and transition IEP goals.
Drawing on decades of experience, Jennifer Laviano, a highprofile special education attorney, and Julie Swanson, a
sought-after special education advocate, help parents of
students with disabilities navigate their school systems to get
the services they need for their children. Parents will find no
other book on special education like Your Special Education
Rights. Julie and Jennifer demystify the federal laws that
govern the rights of public school children with disabilities
and explain how school districts often ignore or circumvent
these laws. They pull the curtain back on the politics of
special education, exposing truths that school districts
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don t want you to know, such as the fact that teachers are
often under extraordinary pressure not to spend resources
on services. Most importantly, they outline the central rights
you and your child have regarding your child s education.
Did you know that you can refer your child for a special
education evaluation? That you can ask for a second opinion
if you disagree with the results of some or all of the testing?
That you are entitled to parent counseling, training, and
more? They also show you how to take that knowledge and
apply it to advocating for your child. Here s what you need
to know about the paperwork you will have to complete,
detailed information on how to advocate for your child and
how to craft language in documents that benefit your child,
and more. Filled with vital information and invaluable
resources, Your Special Education Rights gives you the
information you need to help your child succeed in school
and beyond.
Winning Our War Against Autism
This Boy We Made
Collaborate, Communicate, and Differentiate!
Collaborative Individualized Education Process
Writing Measurable IEP Goals and Objectives
Responsive Collaboration for IEP and 504 Teams
How to Increase Student Learning in Today s Diverse
Schools
A Black mother bumps up against the limits of everything she
thought she believed—about science and medicine, about
motherhood, and about her faith—in search of the truth about her
son. One morning, Tophs, Taylor Harris’s round-cheeked, lively
twenty-two-month-old, wakes up listless, only lifting his head to gulp
down water. She rushes Tophs to the doctor, ignoring the part of
herself, trained by years of therapy for generalized anxiety disorder,
that tries to whisper that she’s overreacting. But at the hospital, her
maternal instincts are confirmed: something is wrong with her boy,
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and Taylor’s life will never be the same. With every question the
doctors answer about Tophs’s increasingly troubling symptoms, more
arise, and Taylor dives into the search for a diagnosis. She spends
countless hours trying to navigate health and education systems that
can be hostile to Black mothers and children; at night she googles,
prays, and interrogates her every action. Some days, her sweet,
charismatic boy seems just fine; others, he struggles to answer
simple questions. A long-awaited appointment with a geneticist
ultimately reveals nothing about what’s causing Tophs’s drops in
blood sugar, his processing delays—but it does reveal something
unexpected about Taylor’s own health. What if her son’s challenges
have saved her life? This Boy We Made is a stirring and radiantly
written examination of the bond between mother and child, full of
hard-won insights about fighting for and finding meaning when
nothing goes as expected.
Answers to Frequently Asked Questions about IEPs
I Know You're in There
How to Develop Legally Correct and Educationally Useful Programs
A Parents' Guide to Special Education in New York City and the
Metropolitan Area
Making the Co-Teaching Marriage Work!
The Leader in Me
An Essential Guide for the Newly Diagnosed Child
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